
	  

25164 Grogans Park Drive  The Woodlands, TX  77380  281-296-2067 

 
Commissioning Fee- Commissioning/Session fees are non-refundable and are due at the time of 
booking to confirm your appointment.  Portrait appointments may be rescheduled up to two 
times and the commissioning fee will be applied to the new session. Please give 48 hours notice 
when a reschedule is needed.  

 
Refunds, Discrepancies and Changes - Due to the custom nature of our products all paid fees 
are non-refundable and orders are non-changeable once paid. After pick up or delivery of your 
order, any discrepancies must be reported within 48 hours of receipt.  

 
Copyright- All images from your session are protected under Federal Copyright laws and remain 
the property of Mindy Harmon Photography.  Reproducing, copying and/or scanning either in 
print or electronic form is unlawful. Digital images must be purchased if you wish to have rights for 
personal reproduction. 

 
Artist Signature- All of our products are signed with the photographer/artist’s signature. Desk and 
gift sized portraits are digitally signed with our logo and large wall portraits and artwork are hand 
signed by the artist. 

 
Usage Release- Mindy Harmon Photography retains the right to use and publish, in print or 
electronically, images taken during the photo session. This may include, but is not limited to, 
advertising via web and print, photographic competition, print display, etc. 

 
Digital Files- Digital images are kept on file for thirty days. After this time, availability of the digital 
files cannot be guaranteed. Digital images are not exchangeable and are non-refundable. All 
digital images purchased will be delivered in edited .jpg format.  Unedited or RAW format files will 
not be released. 

 
Retouching and Digital Artwork- Basic retouching is included in all session fees. However, Mindy 
Harmon Photography reserves the right to restrict retouching within the confines of proper portrait 
photography and within the style of the artist. Anything beyond the removal of minor blemishes is 
subject to an additional $75 per hour retouching fee. Digital artwork is done at the discretion of 
the artist. 

 
Liability- In the unlikely event that photographs or digital files become lost, stolen, damaged or 
destroyed Mindy Harmon Photography’s liability is limited to the refund of the session fee or 
product fees paid or a rescheduled session on a date suitable to both parties. Mindy Harmon 
Photography is not liable for any injury sustained during photo sessions both in studio and on 
location. 

 
Recording Devices- Use of recording devices such as cameras, camera phones, video recorders 
or other devices, is prohibited during portrait sessions and all meetings and events. 

 
Full names of individuals being photographed:  ________________________________________________ 
 
______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
 
 

Signature: _______________________________________________________     Date: ____________________	  


